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New Power: How Power Works in Our Hyperconnected World--and How to Make It Work for YouDoubleday, 2018

	NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER

	

	The definitive guide to spreading ideas, building movements, and leaping ahead in our chaotic, connected age. Get the book New York Times columnist David Brooks calls "the best window I’ve seen into this new world."

	

	Why do some leap ahead while others...
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Digital Logic Testing and SimulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
           "...well-written and covers broad subjects related to the test of digital circuits. It will be useful for students and engineers involved in design and testing."
 (IEEE Circuits & Devices Magazine, July/August 2005)
 “This is an excellent introduction to testing digital...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 9th Asian Symposium, APLAS 2011, Kenting, Taiwan, December 5-7, 2011Springer, 2011

	Traditional software verification algorithms work by using a
	combination of Floyd-Hoare Logics, Model Checking and Abstract Interpretation,
	to check and infer suitable program invariants. However, these
	techniques are problematic in the presence of complex but ubiquitous
	constructs like generic data structures, first-class functions....
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Phone 7 Application Development in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012


	When mobile phones were first introduced in the early 1970s, they were capable of doing

	nothing more than placing telephone calls. When the first 1G cellular network was introduced

	in 1979, mobile phones hadn’t changed much in features but were beginning to

	decrease in size. In 1991, the first 2G network was introduced and...
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Africa's Turn? (Boston Review Books)MIT Press, 2009
In the West, Africa’s image seems forever torn between two false extremes: Politically Correct Positive and Stereotypically Negative. Those who promote the first want to persuade us that poverty and bad government are not as bad as they seem in Africa, so a little bit of outside aid and advice can cause rapid change for the better. Those who...
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The Art and Science of Web DesignNew Riders Publishing, 2000
When it comes to Web design, style guides are often too boring and predictable to capture the attention of caffeine-riddled Web developers. But not The Art & Science of Web Design; this book strategically equips readers to design sites effectively.
  Jeffrey Veen, an established design guru and one of the creators of HotWired.com,...
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Joomla! Social Networking with JomSocialPackt Publishing, 2010

	JomSocial is a social publishing platform for Joomla! content management system. It allows you to connect with friends, integrate videos, follow users' activity stream, share photos, create groups, and customize your brand.


	JomSocial is an out-of-the-box extension that enables a Joomla! website administrators to set up a social...
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The Structure of Style: Algorithmic Approaches to Understanding Manner and MeaningSpringer, 2010

	Style is a fundamental and ubiquitous aspect of the human experience: Everyone instantly and constantly assesses people and things according to their individual styles, academics establish careers by researching musical, artistic, or architectural styles, and entire industries maintain themselves by continuously creating and marketing new...
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PDF ExplainedO'Reilly, 2011

	
		The Portable Document Format (PDF) is the world’s leading page description language,
		and the first format equally useful for print and online use.

	
		PDF documents are now almost ubiquitous in the printing industry, in document interchange,
		and in the online distribution of paginated content. They are, however,...
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Electric Machines: Steady State, Transients, and Design with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2009

	
		Ubiquitous in daily life, electric motors/generators are used in a wide variety of applications, from home appliances to internal combustion engines to hybrid electric cars. They produce electric energy in all electric power plants as generators and motion control that is necessary in all industries to increase productivity, save...
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Professional Microsoft Smartphone ProgrammingWrox Press, 2007
"Professor Yang and Dr. Zheng are two of the passionate young researchers in the field with a lot of hands-on experience. Professor Ni, on the other hand, is a veteran in wireless technologies, 2.5G/3G cellular phones, and embedded systems. The energy, the hands-on experience, and the long-term vision ensure that the book is of highest...
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Securing Wireless LANs: A Practical Guide for Network Managers, LAN Administrators and the Home Office UserJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Whether you are a network manager tasked with providing local wireless access to corporate business systems, or a home-based user, keen to optimize your data communications network, security will be the issue uppermost in your mind.
    Wireless LANs are becoming ubiquitous. From hotel lobbies to Starbucks coffee shops, from...
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